Total scatter factors and tissue maximum ratios for small radiosurgery fields: comparison of diode detectors, a parallel-plate ion chamber, and radiographic film.
Two p-type diode detectors, a parallel-plate ion chamber, and radiographic film were used to measure total scatter factors and tissue maximum ratios (TMRs) for a stereotactic radiosurgery system with circular fields ranging from 5 to 50 mm in diameter. One diode has a square detection diagonal of 2.3 mm and the other diode has a circular detection diameter of 1 mm. It is found that the two diodes measured essentially the same total scatter factors for all field sizes. Total scatter factors measured by film are within 3% of diode values. Our results also suggest that the parallel-plate ion chamber could underestimate total scatter factors for fields as large as 15 mm in diameter, although it is recommended for field diameters > or = 12.5 mm. The total scatter factors used in our clinic are combined from data measured with the ion chamber and the 2-mm-diam diode. The combined total scatter factors generally agree with published data. While film overestimates TMRs for the smallest fields at large depths because of energy dependence of the film, the measurements with the 1-mm-diam diode agree with published data measured with thermoluminescent dosimeters. It is demonstrated that the accurate measurements of total scatter factors and TMRs for small fields can be obtained by combining results of the commercially available detectors used in this study.